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FOREWORD 

The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is a permanent organ of the International Telecom-
munication Union. The ITU-T is responsible for studying technical, operating and tariff questions and issuing 
Recommendations on them with a view to standardizing telecommunications on a worldwide basis. 

The World Telecommunication Standardization Conference (WTSC), which meets every four years, established the 
topics for study by the ITU-T Study Groups which, in their turn, produce Recommendations on these topics. 

ITU-T Recommendation Q.750 was prepared by the ITU-T Study Group XI (1988-1993) and was approved by the 
WTSC (Helsinki, March 1-12, 1993). 

 

___________________ 

 

 

 

NOTES 

1 As a consequence of a reform process within the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the CCITT 
ceased to exist as of 28 February 1993. In its place, the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) was 
created as of 1 March 1993. Similarly, in this reform process, the CCIR and the IFRB have been replaced by the 
Radiocommunication Sector. 

In order not to delay publication of this Recommendation, no change has been made in the text to references containing 
the acronyms �CCITT, CCIR or IFRB� or their associated entities such as Plenary Assembly, Secretariat, etc. Future 
editions of this Recommendation will contain the proper terminology related to the new ITU structure. 

2 In this Recommendation, the expression �Administration� is used for conciseness to indicate both a 
telecommunication administration and a recognized operating agency. 
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Recommendation Q.750 
Recommendation Q.750     (03/93) 

OVERVIEW  OF  SIGNALLING  No.  7  MANAGEMENT 
(Helsinki, 1993) 

1 Introduction 
This series of Recommendations on the Operations, Maintenance and Administration Part (OMAP) define the functions, 
procedures and entities for managing the Signalling System No. 7 network. 

The management functions of SS No. 7 are divided into three main parts, viz: 
a) Management functions located in the Telecommunication Management Network (TMN) (which means 

the Network Element Functions (NEFs) and the Operations System Functions (OSF) � see 
Recommendation M.3010 [1]). These functions include measurement collection and cover TMN to TMN 
interactions; such management functions are modelled as managed objects at the interface between 
network elements and operations systems, or between operations systems. 

b) Management functions within the SS No. 7 protocol itself (e.g. changeover, forced rerouting, sub-system 
management, etc.). 

c) Management functions defined to enable verification and validation of routing tables, CICs, etc. These 
functions may require communication within the signalling network, and for this a separate protocol is 
defined. Such management functions are modelled as managed objects at the interface between the 
network elements and an operations system. 

Of the three sets of management functions defined above, OMAP provides a) and c). Set b) can be modelled as existing 
within the �Layer Management Entities� of SS No. 7, and the functions are defined in the Recommendations pertinent to 
those layers. 

OMAP interacts with all the layers (i.e. with all the levels) of SS No. 7 in order to effect control of the network. 

Recommendation Q.750 gives the OMAP overview; Recommendation Q.751 defines the SS No. 7 managed objects; 
Recommendation Q.752 (the successor to Blue Book Recommendation Q.791) defines the SS No. 7 monitoring and 
measurements; Recommendation Q.753 defines the SS No. 7 management functions for managed objects that 
themselves require SS No. 7 communication in the network, and also the OMASE-User where the logic of these 
functions is modelled (these functions are MRVT, SRVT and CVT, formerly defined in Blue Book, Recom-
mendation Q.795); Recommendation Q.754 defines the ASE for those functions defined in Recommendation Q.753, 
i.e. OMASE; Recommendation Q.755 defines the SS No. 7 Testers. 

Figure A-1 shows the relationship between TMN, SS No. 7 management and the OMAP Recommendations. 

OMAP uses principles of management defined in TMN Recommendation M.3010 [1], and in OSI Management 
Recommendations of the X.700-Series [2]. 

2 Requirements upon SS No. 7 management 
There are three main requirements upon the management of SS No. 7 and its network. These may be summarized as 

a) To provide a TMN interface for the network Administration1). 
� This requires that the Administration - to - OMAP interface has to be presented using TMN-defined 

concepts. See Recommendation Q.751. 

_______________ 
1)  Here the word �Administration� in the term �network Administration� refers to the body or bodies (either telecommunication 

administration or ROA) responsible for controlling the SS No.7 network. 
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b) To interwork with other TMN parts to enable the provision of a unified approach to managing the whole 
telecommunications network. Examples of these other parts are the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) 
or the ISDN, which could be administered by the same body responsible for the MTP network � or TMNs 
of other jurisdictions (e.g. where an SCCP network covers more than one MTP network, one jurisdiction 
might exist for each MTP network). 

� This means that the OMAP managed objects (see Recommendation Q.751) must be compatible with, 
and have appropriate attributes defined for interacting with, other TMNs� managed objects. 

c) To extend, where necessary, the management of the SS No. 7 network as described in functional SS No. 7 
Recommendations (e.g. Recommendations Q.703 and Q.704 [3] for the MTP, Q.714 [4] for the SCCP), 
and to amalgamate this with the TMN approach. 

� Hence OMAP should provide for the complete management of the SS No. 7 network, it should 
provide consistency in approach between the different layers of SS No. 7, and it should provide 
consistency across the SS No. 7 network and its network elements. 

 SS No. 7 already has defined certain management functions in its functional Recommendations 
(e.g. MTP signalling network management as defined in Recommendation Q.704 [3], and SCCP 
management as defined in Recommendation Q.714 [4]). These functions provide some automatic 
fault, configuration and performance management activities. OMAP has taken these functions into 
account in the definition of the behaviour of SS No. 7 managed objects. OMAP also extends the 
functionality already defined in, for example, the MTP Recommendations into a complete 
management service for the whole SS No. 7 network. 

2.1 OMAP layers of management functions 

The �layers� of management functions define the partitioning of management processes on a hierarchical basis. 

The definition of TMN is concerned with five layers in management, namely business management, service 
management, network management, network element management, and the elements in the network that are managed. 

Of these, OMAP currently is not concerned with business management, and interacts with other TMN parts to provide 
service management. For example, this latter interaction occurs if ISDN services require to be added so that subscribers 
at one exchange can use these services to subscribers at another exchange. If the Telephony User Part only is installed at 
those exchanges, it needs to be replaced or extended by the ISDN User Part, with corresponding addressing 
enhancements to the MTP implementation at those exchanges. The OMAP implementation would be involved in these 
changes. 

The top management level proper of OMAP is network management, which provides the functions and resources to 
allow Administrations (possibly via a set of administration managed objects) to control the SS No. 7 network. 
Management functions and resources are provided by OMAP to allow management within the SS No. 7 signalling 
points. See clause 3 for further information on the OMAP reference model. 

The definitions of both network management and network element management functions and resources utilize the TMN 
and OSI managed object approach, and allow changes to be coordinated within OMAP. Certain managed objects 
(e.g. signalling linkset and linksetNePart) have relations defined between them to allow network actions to be correlated 
with actions in concerned signalling points. 

Relations are also defined between managed objects to allow �management hierarchies� to be satisfied (e.g. to forbid 
removal of a signalling linkset without first removing all its constituent signalling links). 

2.2 OMAP management categories 

The purpose of management is to provide a service, and this can be classified as initial provisioning, maintaining 
existing service, and expansion or contraction of the service. 

Management activities can be divided into categories which satisfy one or more of the above classifications. 
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OSI defines the categories of fault management, configuration management, performance management, accounting 
management and security management. Of these, the first three categories are applicable to OMAP, the last two are for 
further study in OMAP. 

2.2.1 Fault management for OMAP 

OMAP fault management encompasses fault detection, location, isolation and the correction of abnormal operation of 
the SS No. 7 network. Correction of faults can in some instances require fault diagnosis. Faults can cause the network to 
fail to meet operational objectives (e.g. visible faults might reduce the network�s traffic capacity, latent faults would 
reduce the network�s reliability). 

Fault management includes: 

� Handling of alarm conditions, e.g. the failure of a signalling linkset or the inaccessibility of a signalling 
point. 

 The MTP provides automatic mechanisms in MTP signalling network management that attempt 
restoration of normal operation. OMAP network management takes account of these automatic 
mechanisms, and coordinates attempts of the network operator to handle abnormal situations and isolate 
faults within the network. Other levels of SS No. 7 have analogous automatic mechanisms. 

 This function includes the required interactions with resources of other TMN parts (e.g. transmission 
failures causing signalling link failures need to be correlated). 

� The activation of measurements or tests. These include certain Recommendation Q.752 defined 
measurements, and the MTP route verification test. 

 Such actions allow correlation of reports in an attempt to resolve and isolate specific faults. Where several 
signalling points detect similar errors, correlation across the network is useful in determining whether or 
not a single fault causes these errors, and if so, the location of it. 

� Network-wide collection of statistics could be used by staff in preventive maintenance. 

� Statistics collected about network elements might be used for detection of marginal performance of those 
elements. 

2.2.2 Configuration management 

Configuration management controls the resources of, and collects and provides data for, the signalling network and its 
components. This facilitates the preparation for, and initialization of, signalling services, and allows such services to be 
started, continued, and stopped. 

Two main activities can be distinguished: 

� setting the static configuration in the SS No. 7 network (e.g. installing and initializing SS No. 7 
components); and 

� altering the configuration of the network while it is running, and providing information about its changing 
state. 

The division of effort between the two above activities depends, to some extent, upon the method adopted of installing 
the network. A network might be nearly fully provisioned at the start, and hence dynamic changes could be limited to 
preserving existing service, or it could be grown from a small initial provision, and thus dynamic configuration changes 
would initially mainly consist of those for growth. 

Note that certain activities might require higher security authorization than others (e.g. removing from service the last 
linkset in a routeset). 

Such activities require coordination within the network, and might also require activation or deactivation of network 
components. 

For example, establishing a new route requires changes to routing tables at several signalling points, these changes 
require orchestration within OMAP so that all signalling points recognize the route at the same time. 
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The following OMAP functionality is required: 

a) Composition of routing tables at the concerned signalling points, from a routing plan determined by the 
Administration. This routing plan is subject to constraints imposed by the relevant SS No. 7 functional 
Recommendations (e.g. some of the MTP routing constraints are defined in Recommendation Q.704) and 
by additional constraints determined by the routing policy, network structure and capacities of the 
network resources. 

b) Verification of routing tables � This is a check for network consistency, and is done either by the 
administration against the routing plan, using �reads� of the routing tables in relevant signalling points, or 
it is done by performing a Route Verification Test as defined in Recommendation Q.753. At present, only 
MTP and SCCP routing tables can be verified in the latter way, these tests also check all designated 
physical routes from origin to destination. 

c) Installation and initialization of signalling linksets, and links within their defined linksets. 

d) Verification of consistency of naming between the two ends of certain network resources. For example, 
the SLC of a signalling link must be the same at each connected signalling point (an automatic signalling 
link test is also used in the MTP just before allowing the link into service), and the CIC of a speech circuit 
must be the same at each end. 

e) Initialization of network-wide protocol timers (e.g. MTP restart timers at emergency or normal values) 
and other protocol functions requiring network consistency. 

f) Interaction with resources used by other TMN parts on a network basis (e.g. transmission equipment used 
in configuring a signalling link). 

OMAP provides facilities for the Administration to alter the configuration of the network whilst the network is running. 
OMAP also provides information on the internal automatic SS No. 7 management activities. 

Thus, for example, a signalling link might be activated by the Administration in an already active linkset, because of 
failures of other links in the linkset. Such activities must take account of the management hierarchies defined amongst 
the OMAP managed objects, and will typically be constrained by the permissible state changes of the managed objects. 
These changes themselves are defined with respect to the hierarchy. 

Dynamic configuration information includes the current use of the network as visible by the Administration. Thus, for 
example, a request for a display of the MTP routing data for a particular signalling relation might also result in the route 
currently used in the routeset being identified. 

The particular facilities provided are defined by the operations applicable to, and the behaviour of, the managed objects 
defined in Recommendation Q.751. 

2.2.3 Performance management 

This enables the behaviour of network resources and the effectiveness of communication activities in the network to be 
evaluated. 

Functions to gather statistics, maintain and read logs of the network and system state histories, and to determine network 
performance under normal and abnormal conditions are provided. 

Certain system parameters may be altered in order to monitor and change the performance of the network. 

Network performance can be optimized by monitoring and managing the network. 

Performance management functions include: 

a) collection of measurements to enable long and short term control, viz: 

i) alarm monitoring; 

ii) activation of certain Recommendation Q.752 measurements; 

iii) provision of network information from these measurements regarding resource usage, e.g. route 
utilization; 
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b) medium term control of resources, e.g.: 

i) modification of linkset capacity (e.g. increasing the number of active links); 

ii) modification of route capacity (e.g. coordinated increase in constituent linkset sizes); 

iii) timer adjustments; 

c) real time control of message and traffic flows in the network, e.g.: 

i) real time adjustment of routing tables (e.g. changing time of day routing); 

ii) activation of additional signalling links or linkset. 

3 Reference model for SS No. 7 management 

3.1 OMAP functional reference model 

TMN Recommendation M.3010 [1] defines five layers of management in a telecommunication network. Figure 1 (which 
is derived from Recommendation M.3010) shows three layers, and the reference points between them. 
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OMAP provides network management and network element management for the SS No. 7 managed network. The 
simplified functional reference configuration based on the TMN model shown in Figure 1 above would show SS No. 7 
network management as a single rectangle, with network elements located at signalling points. 

The network management layer could be distributed in an implementation, any synchronization and orchestration 
required because of this distribution would be an implementation dependent matter, and not subject to standardization in 
the Q.750-Series Recommendations. 

Figure 1 shows three TMN q reference points A, B and C. These reference points might become interfaces in an 
implementation of OMAP. 

Point A is the reference point for SS No. 7 network management, point B is the reference point for SS No. 7 network 
element management. 

Point C is also a reference point for SS No. 7 network element management, the view at point C can be the same as that 
at point B, with the understanding that several signalling points could be visible at C. 

Network management allows the end-to-end control of managed objects, and ensures network coordination of the 
managed objects� constituent network element parts. Thus, for example, route management ensures the coordination and 
orchestration of changes in the routing tables situated in concerned signalling points, while linkset management 
coordinates actions at the linkset ends. 

Network element management is performed on managed objects which are restricted to one network element 
(e.g. management of the managed object representing a signalling terminal). 

3.1.1 Network management 

OMAP manages the SS No. 7 network. To do this, it coordinates, synchronizes and orchestrates activities in the network 
to achieve consistency between signalling points. 

Certain items (e.g. signalling link, route, etc.) require information in more than one SP. Management (i.e. OMAP) at 
each SP requires a nodal view to manage the parameters of the item pertinent to one SP (i.e. the item is defined as a 
network element managed object), but in addition the coordination of the separate SP views to form the whole network 
view of the item is the responsibility of OMAP. Thus the information pertinent to one SP is given in a �nodal view� of 
an item, but included in this view must be any information to enable the construction of a network view of the item. 

3.1.2 Network element management 

Certain items requiring management reside entirely within one signalling point (i.e. �node� of the network). For these, 
OMAP takes a �nodal view� of the item, and will present a nodal view of the associated managed object to the network 
operator. An example of such an item is a signalling terminal. 

3.1.3 Network element functions 

The SS No. 7 network element functions are located within the signalling points, and comprise, for example, MTP, 
SCCP and ISDN User Part traffic carrying procedures. 

3.1.4 Relationship between network management and network element management 

Where a network management-defined managed object has terminations in one or more signalling points, network 
element managed object(s) can be defined to represent these terminations. Relations are then defined between these 
objects for coordination of management actions. 

Thus the �network view� is given by the network management object, the �SP view� is given by the network element 
managed object. 

These managed objects form �clusters�, where part of the cluster consists of network management-defined managed 
objects, the other part consists of network element managed objects. This clustering ensures coordination and 
orchestration of management actions: relations between the managed objects in the network management part and the 
network element management part define the interactions. 
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An example of such a cluster is the collection �signalling linkset� (which is the network management part) and 
�signalling linkset NE part�. Relations defined between these two managed objects ensure that if, for example, a linkset 
is defined, then the appearance of one end of it in one signalling point and the other end in another signalling point are 
registered. Alternatively, if one end of the linkset becomes unavailable, MTP reports from each end are correlated and 
associated with the network management linkset managed object. 

3.2 Physical realization for SS No. 7 management 

Three different example physical realizations are shown in Figure 2. 

NOTE � In these diagrams, ellipses represent functional entities, rectangles represent physical entities. 

a) The first diagram shows the network management functional entity (NMF) resident in one network 
management centre, with the network element management functional entity (NEMF) resident in at least 
one signalling point, and the network element functional entity (NEF) resident in the signalling points. 
The q3 reference point between NMF and NEMF is realized as a Q3 interface. The q3 reference point 
between NEMF and NEF is realized as a Q3 interface if the NEMF and NEF are in different signalling 
points. 

b) The second diagram shows a single network management centre, several network element management 
centres, and the signalling points containing the NEFs. 

c) The last diagram shows the NEMF combined with the NMF in a single network management centre. 
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3.3 OMAP and the OSI management model 

3.3.1 OSI states, resource states, mapping and constraints 

Recommendation X.731 [5] defines the OSI state management function. Each OMAP managed object�s �OSI state� 
(i.e. the state perceived for its management) should be defined as part of the object behaviour definition in Recommen-
dation Q.751. If the managed object has a �functional state� defined then the mapping between functional state and OSI 
state is also part of the object definition. Informal descriptions of behaviour could use text, SDL might be used for a 
more formal description. 

The management hierarchies within which SS No. 7 resources are active constrain the state changes of managed objects. 
For example, a manual request to take a signalling link out of service might be refused if this means that its �owning� 
linkset then goes out of service and thereby a destination becomes inaccessible. 

OSI management also defines log control functions and alarm reporting. The former enables certain measurements to be 
collected, the latter allows notification of urgent events. Each managed object�s definition provides, where appropriate, 
for interaction with these functions, and managed objects are defined for their control. 

Discriminator functions are also defined in OSI to enable reports to be made or measurements to be collected only if a 
threshold is exceeded. 
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3.3.2 Managed object model 

OSI systems management (see Recommendation X.701 [2] for example) defines a model of management, and this model 
is employed in OMAP. The model is used for most of the OMAP managed objects. Figure 3 shows this model.  

Communication in the SS No. 7 network can occur between resources represented by this type of managed object. Any 
such communication is invisible to the Administration, it is defined in the resources� functional Recommendations 
(e.g. Q.703 and Q.704 for MTP resources), and not by OMAP.  

If synchronization is required in the TMN for network management managed objects of this type, then OMAP relations 
are defined between these managed objects and the appropriate network element managed objects. 

For other OMAP managed objects (e.g. MRVT), the model is modified. Figure 4 shows this modified model. Here, the 
object is spread over more than one signalling point, but in non-failure operation the originating signalling point is the 
only one at which the object interacts with the Administration. The coordination, communication and synchronization of 
activities between signalling points occurs as an internal function of the object and is defined in OMAP. Explicit 
relations between network management managed objects and network element managed objects are not required to 
enable synchronization. 

3.3.2.1 Classical OMAP managed object model 

Recommendation X.701 [2] defines management in terms of an MIS user in a manager role, governing the behaviour of 
an MIS user in an agent role. 

This model is the preferred one for SS No. 7 management managed objects, except where the object is an abstraction of 
a test of the SS No. 7 network itself. 

The way OMAP uses the model is represented in Figure 3. 
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A typical managed object in the network view is a signalling linkset, operations performed on an instance might result in 
operations being performed upon two instances of the managed object signalling linkset NE part, one instance being in 
one signalling point, the other being in another SP. 

In some cases, e.g. for scheduled management activities, the MIS-user (manager role) operates autonomously in the OS 
handling the network management aspects. 
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The managed object class definitions are an abstraction from the properties of the items defined in the functional 
Recommendations. Thus, for example, those items defined in Recommendation Q.704 (e.g. signalling link, linkset, etc.) 
representing resources which interact with �management� are represented as managed objects either on the network 
element management reference point or on the network management reference point. The properties of the items shown 
interacting with management, by e.g. Recommendation Q.704, given in the initial entity-relationship diagrams in 
Recommendation Q.751, are abstracted to provide entity-relationship diagrams showing containment and naming 
relations. 

3.3.2.2 OMAP managed objects using internal communication 

Here certain managed objects (e.g. MRVT) are defined to allow the network operator control, but communication is 
required within the SS No. 7 network between signalling points to correlate actions. From the Administration�s 
perspective, the managed object is simple, and an instance can be started from one signalling point, but the SS No. 7 
resource represented in the MIB spans more than one signalling point. Conceptually, for example, there could be a 
transient MRVT instance for every signalling relation in every signalling point in the network. Figure 4 shows this. 
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Note that the internal communication in the SS No. 7 network employed by these objects is part of their behaviour. 

Examples of such managed objects are the MTP routing verification test (MRVT), SCCP routing verification test 
(SRVT) and circuit validation test (CVT). See Recommendation Q.753 for their definition. 

The MRVT, CVT and SRVT use the �short stack�, with ASEs defined for use with TC (Recommendations Q.771 
to Q.775 [6]), for communication over the SS No. 7 network. The protocol profile is defined in clause 4 below. 

Other examples of such objects are the MTP Tester (MT) and the SCCP Tester (ST) (see Recommendation Q.755). The 
Tester managed objects use just the SS No. 7 levels that are being tested, with support from any underlying levels, for 
communication. 

3.4 SS No. 7 managed objects and SS No. 7 structure 

OMAP is used in managing the SS No. 7 network. The definition of this function uses a management model (see 
e.g. Recommendation X.701 [2]) which contains a management information base (MIB), through which OMAP exerts 
control over the items requiring management in each level of SS No. 7. Each level possesses a Layer Management Entity 
(LME) in which these items (conceptually) reside. OMAP at a signalling point can thus control items in the local LMEs 
via the local MIB.  

Each level of SS No. 7 has managed objects defined to allow administrative control and monitoring. Certain managed 
objects span more than one level or more than one vertical functional division [e.g. a signalling point (SP)]. 

Some objects (e.g. signalling terminal) are particular to just one signalling point, and are therefore network element 
managed objects.  

Other objects span more than one SP, consequently are defined as network management managed objects. An example 
of the latter is a signalling linkset. 

Managed objects have relations defined between them to allow coordinated and orchestrated management. Coordination 
is required, for example, when defining a route: each signalling point and linkset in the route has to be identified and 
made ready, each link in each linkset might be affected. In addition, the commitment of the changes to the termination 
points of the managed objects needs to be synchronized. 

In its management, OMAP takes an �OMAP view� of the items presented for management by the other layers of 
SS No. 7. OMAP defines the rules which obtain between items managed in the SS No. 7 network where these items span 
or affect more than one layer of SS No. 7 (e.g. a routeset defined in the MTP might affect circuits connected between the 
signalling end points, where these circuits are controlled by TUP or ISDN-UP, and OMAP must coordinate the UP and 
the MTP). 

Figure 5 shows both the functional relationship between the different levels of SS No. 7 for management, and the 
internal configuration model of the signalling point. 

4 Communication profiles for management interfaces 

For those managed objects defined in Recommendation Q.751, management communication is effected using the Q3 
interface. Figure 3/Q.811 defines the lower layer parts of the protocol stack Figure 2/Q.812, defines the upper layer 
parts [7]. 

Note that the stack using MTP and SCCP is for further study: the upper SCCP interface would need to supply an NSAP 
addressing mechanism for the stack to be used for the Q3 interface. 

Communication using the SS No. 7 network for the functions defined in Recommendations Q.753 and Q.754 of certain 
managed objects (e.g. MRVT, SRVT, CVT), uses the protocol profile defined in Figure 6 below. 
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5       The SMSI is the systems management service interface, the OM primitives are defined for use over it for managed
object functions defined in Recommendation Q.753.
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7       Interface x uses sub-system number to test the SCCP using the SCCP Tester (ST), interface y uses SIO to test the MTP
using the MTP Tester (MT).
8       The LME (Level Management Entity) is defined for management of and within each level of SS No. 7. This is 
conceptually where each managed item resides as far as the level is concerned.

FIGURE  5/Q.750
SS No. 7 management and internal configuration of an SP  
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FIGURE  6/Q.750 
Short stack used for internal SS No. 7 management protocol  

FIGURE 6/Q.750 [D08] = 17 cm 

5 Methodology 

The three stage description technique has been applied for the management functions defined in Recommen-
dations Q.753 and Q.754.  

Stage 1 is an informal text description of the properties and behaviour of such managed objects, and is documented in 
Recommendation Q.753. Stage 2 is a description of the information flow, and is informally described in 
Recommendation Q.753, more formally in Recommendation Q.754. Stage 3 is a formal description of information flow, 
and uses ASN.1 and ASE definitions. These are documented in Recommendation Q.754. 

For the managed objects, the methodology adopted is that described in the Annex D/Q.751. The behaviour of a managed 
object is currently defined in text. This definition also includes constraints to be satisfied by the object for satisfactory 
operation in the network. A formal description of these properties will be provided when an appropriate technique is 
approved [e.g. the routing rules for the MTP imply constraints upon routesets, routes (capacity, connectivity, number of 
�hops�, circularity avoidance, etc.), linksets and links within linksets]. 
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6 Backwards compatibility 

6.1 Blue Book Recommendation Q.791 and the present OMAP 

Blue Book Recommendation Q.791 has been supplanted by Recommendation Q.752. The changes in the latter 
Recommendation are: 

� Additions � These include measurements for connection-mode SCCP, MTP User part availability, 
ISDN-UP and TC. 

� General changes � Some measurement intervals of 30 minutes will in future be five minutes, a change in 
some cases from �on occurrence� reporting to �1st and interval� counts. 

� Detailed changes � e.g. measurement 2.15 is now a count of LSSU SIBs sent during a five-minute period, 
rather than a measurement of the busy duration in this period. 

6.2 SS No. 7 networks without TMN 

TMN will possess the capability of filtering reports, so that human-readable output can be kept at a manageable level. 
Where a TMN-OS is interposed between an implementation of SS No. 7 and the human-machine interface, the SS No. 7 
network could output high volumes of measurements, and Recommendation Q.752 caters for this. 

Current implementations of SS No. 7 limit the output to human-machine interfaces in a variety of ways, these 
mechanisms are not specified in Recommendation Q.791. The intent is to limit the volume according to the output 
medium. 

Until these networks implement TMN, they may continue to use Recommendation Q.791 (or those parts of 
Recommendation Q.752 derived from Recommendation Q.791), with perhaps additional measurements (e.g. those for 
TC and the ISDN-UP). 

6.3 Existing SS No. 7 networks and their evolution to using TMN 

To interconnect existing SS No. 7 networks into a TMN-OS, the following possibilities are recommended. 

6.3.1 Q-Adaptation function 

A TMN-defined Q-Adaptation function may be implemented for each signalling point, possibly located within a device 
separate from the signalling point. 

6.3.2 Limitations upon the output to the TMN-OS 

Certain Q.752 recommendations might not be satisfied when using a Q-Adaptation function. For example, where 
Recommendation Q.752 now recommends a five-minute measurement interval, and Recommendation Q.791 
recommends 30 minutes, signalling points implemented to Recommendation Q.791 might not be able to follow 
Recommendation Q.752 without modification, and the Q-Adaptation function cannot provide the interval conversion. 
The TMN-OS should be flexible enough to accommodate this. 

6.4 Compatibility within OMAP communication protocols 

The definition of the OMAP functions MRVT, SRVT and CVT given in Recommendation Q.753 includes a statement 
that information additional to that defined in Recommendation Q.753 and the formal definition of OMASE in 
Recommendation Q.754 will be ignored (this means discarded), provided that it is in the form of OPTIONAL 
parameters. 

The encodings for MRVT ASEs changed between Blue and White Books because the CMIP definitions, upon which the 
encodings were based, changed. Consequently, an implementation to the Blue Book will not interwork with one to the 
White Book. 
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Annex  A 
 

OMAP recommendations which apply to the TMN and SS No. 7 interfaces 

(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation) 

This annex contains Figure A.1, showing the OMAP Recommendations which apply to the TMN and SS No. 7 
interfaces used for management of the SS No. 7 network. Note that the SS No. 7 interface is used for functions that test 
the SS No. 7 network, and messages flowing across it are part of the behaviour of the respective managed objects. 
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